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Who responded
58 responses

Mostly parents (48%), some 
volunteers (21%), a few 
members (14%) and leaders 
(11%)

Average of 5.8 years in 4-H







Exhibit Day
24 responses

50:50 split on the event being okay versus great

Open-ended comments: don’t get rid of Fashion Revue, detailed scheduling was 
helpful, need better pictures, want a way to be able to see other kids projects, 
more clarity on expectations for all projects and judging process



Fair
40 responses

40% said great, 59% said okay, 1% poor

Open-ended comments: bring it back how it was, in-person livestock auction, liked 
the schedule and especially the one day shows, one animal in the barn at a time, 
everything was calmer, enforce the rules the same for everyone with regards to 
attendance, don’t start fair so early, continue an online option for the sale, liked the 
large show ring, clarification with declarations, steer show was safer, would like to 
see a dance again, better pictures, producer award for all species, tagging 
shouldn’t happen on the same day as show, animals should be able to spend at 
least one night in barn prior to showing, all animals should be part of the carcass 
contest, showmanship should be required to complete



Moving forward
“I would like to see the 4H community pursue a covered outdoor arena to make 
more room for livestock.  Having only one animal in the barn at a time was 
extremely nice!”



Awards, credit cards, and the office
62% in favor of a monetary premium 
for those who receive multiple awards

92% would like the option to pay fees 
with a credit card online 

Friday is the most popular day to visit 
the office, Monday the least

Afternoons are more popular than the 
morning.



General comments about the Extension office
● Open ended: 

○ Better management of COVID requirements and execution of our 4-H programs (Exhibit Day, 
Fair)

■ Need more in-person programming
○ Improved response to questions about projects and membership

■ Clearer and more timely emails
○ Better coordination/communication between superintendents and office staff
○ Improved efforts to work in all parts of the county
○ More focus on production agriculture
○ Better guidance for new members
○ Improved facilities


